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back. And when it does, it's no longer silky, it's completely wild! But with
it comes a wonderful surprise . . . Thanks to a tiny chick, this selfobsessed sheep learns an important life lesson; that great friendships are
more important than simply having great hair. The Sheep Who Hatched
an Egg is another funny, thoughtful and unique picture book from awardwinning, Gemma Merino, author of the best-selling The Crocodile Who
Didn't Like Water and The Cow who Climbed a Tree.
Slide and Find - Animals - Roger Priddy 2007-01-23
Young readers can slide back panels to match animals with their close-up
pictures, colors, babies, and names. On board pages.
Extraordinary Women Scientists - Darlene R. Stille 1995-01-01
Covers nearly fifty nineteenth- and twentieth-century women biologists,
anthropologists, and other scientists, and recounts the history of women
in science, medicine, mathematics, and engineering
Slide and Find - Trucks - Roger Priddy 2007-01-23
Young readers can slide back panels to match different kinds of trucks
with their colors, close-up pictures, names, and drivers. On board pages.
Tasty Fall Cooking - Gooseberry Patch 2017-06-01
Autumn is filled to the brim with reasons to get together with family &
friends. Scrumptious tried & true recipes to suit every occasion...shared
by home cooks from across the country. Both new recipes and old
favorites with a twist.
Peter and Wendy - James Matthew Barrie 1915

Kipper's Little Friends - Mick Inkpen 2019-03-07
A classic Kipper story about baby animals. Now in a chunky board book,
perfect for little hands to hold. Kipper and Arthur are talking about baby
animals. A baby owl must be an owlet, so a baby frog is a froglet and a
baby hedgehog can only be a hoglet... But what is a baby dog called? Do
you know? Little ones will love joining in with this charming tale about
animals and growing up. Kipper has been a much-loved picture book
character for over 25 years. 'The charmingly comical Inkpen, as always,
hits the spot.' Guardian 'You simply cannot fail to win smiles with a new
book about Kipper.' Daily Mail
One Hundred Bones - Yuval Zommer 2016
Scruff the dog is a stray who loves to dig, which doesn't make him the
most popular dog in town, but one day, he sniffs out a pile of old bones
that just may change how the neighborhood thinks of him.
The Angels of Mons - Arthur Machen 1915
The Cumulative Book Index - 1999
Do You Want to Be My Friend? - Eric Carle 1987-03-01
"Do you want to be my friend?" asks the lonely little mouse. He follows a
tai1, but all he finds at its end is a rather unfriendly horse. The little
mouse just wants someone to play with-but he'll have to follow a lot of
tails before he can find just the right companion.
The Children's Buyer's Guide - 2003

Rabbit Has a Busy Day - Alan Alexander Milne 2010
Janey the Vet - Janey Lowes 2020-03-19
'Janey is like a whirlwind of selflessness. A beautiful spirit in a beautiful
country doing a beautiful thing. I encourage my children to be more
'Janey'. With more positive spirits like Janey, the world would be a better
place.' - Ben Fogle In 2014 and in her mid-twenties, Janey Lowes had
been a vet for just two years when she left her home in County Durham
and went travelling. Visiting Sri Lanka, she was horrified to see the state
of so many of the island's dogs, in particular the three million strays.
Over 5,000 miles from home, Janey decided there and then that she was
going to move to the island indefinitely and do everything within her
power to help them. She raised £10,000 to get started, setting up a
charity called WECare Worldwide, and began work. Frightened,
determined and excited all at the same time, she found a local who was
willing to work with her and began scouring the streets for dogs in need.
Some she patched up as best she could at the roadside, others she
brought back and treated in a make-shift surgery she had cobbled
together in her new home. With very little equipment, she and her small
team came up with new and ingenious ways to treat the animals. In this
highly inspiring and heartfelt book full of challenges and adventure,
Janey introduces us to her world and the tireless work she carries out. As
she says, 'I feel as though all these dogs are my dogs and I have a
responsibility to them.' In it, we meet many of the colourful characters
who have come to offer help, along with innumerable street dogs who
have suffered all sorts of trauma and injury, only to be scooped up by
Janey and her team and saved.
Gypsy Dreamers in the Alley - Chris Gantry 2013-04-03
Chris Gantry's posts and observations about Nashville and Songwriting.
Heyday of the 60’s in the Nashville streets; running with the famous
Music Row outlaws, songwriters, and artists.
Insects We Know - Creative Educational Society (Mankato, Minn.) 1973
Describes the physical characteristics and life cycle of the termite,
dragonfly, cecropia moth, housefly, mosquito, and honeybee.
The Sheep Who Hatched an Egg - Gemma Merino 2017-03-23
Lola the sheep has the most extraordinary wool. It's soft and silky and is
her pride and joy! But down on the farm, when the sun comes out, the
wool comes off! Poor Lola is so upset by her haircut that she runs away
to the far side of the farm where she sits all alone, waiting for it to grow
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Issues in Aging - Mark Novak 2015-07-22
Opportunities and optimism in Aging. Issues in Aging, 3rd edition takes
an optimistic view of aging and human potential in later life. This book
presents the most up-to-date facts on aging today, the issues raised by
these facts, and the societal and individual responses that will create a
successful old age for us all. Mark Novak presents the full picture of
aging--exhibiting both the problems and the opportunities that
accompany older age. The text illustrates how generations are dependent
on one another and how social conditions affect both the individual and
social institutions. Learning Goals -Upon completing this book, readers
will be able to: -Understand how large-scale social issues--social
attitudes, the study of aging, and demographic issues--affect individuals
and social institutions -Identify the political responses to aging and how
individuals can create a better old age for themselves and the people
they know -Separate the myths from the realities of aging -Recognize the
human side of aging -Trace the transformation of pension plans, health,
and opportunities for personal expression and social engagement to the
new ecology of aging today
The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Animals - Charles Darwin
1872
Hansel and Gretel - Jacob Grimm 1971-03
A poor woodcutter's two children, lost in the woods, come upon a
gingerbread house inhabited by a wicked witch.
Little Night Cat - Sonja Danowski 2016-10
"When Tony, a little boy, bravely offers his stuffed animals--including his
favorite toy cat--to the animal shelter to raise money for the needy dogs
and cats, it touches his mom's heart. Later that night when Tony misses
his toy, she gives him her old stuffed cat. He embraces it with such care
and devotion that his mom rewards him in a way that he never
imagines"--Page 4 of cover.
Charles and Emma - Deborah Heiligman 2009-01-06
Charles Darwin published The Origin of Species, his revolutionary tract
on evolution and the fundamental ideas involved, in 1859. Nearly 150
years later, the theory of evolution continues to create tension between
the scientific and religious communities. Challenges about teaching the
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theory of evolution in schools occur annually all over the country. This
same debate raged within Darwin himself, and played an important part
in his marriage: his wife, Emma, was quite religious, and her faith gave
Charles a lot to think about as he worked on a theory that continues to
spark intense debates. Deborah Heiligman's new biography of Charles
Darwin is a thought-provoking account of the man behind evolutionary
theory: how his personal life affected his work and vice versa. The end
result is an engaging exploration of history, science, and religion for
young readers. Charles and Emma is a 2009 National Book Award
Finalist for Young People's Literature.
Chosen Ones - Veronica Roth 2020
The mega-selling author of the Divergent franchise delivers her
masterful first novel for adults.
The Bowmen - Arthur Machen 2017-11-26
The Bowmen
Bright Baby Slide and Find Who's My Mom? - Roger Priddy
2011-01-04
Babies and toddlers will love opening up the pages of this interactive
first word and picture board book and discovering the baby animals and
their moms inside. There are some fun questions, too, and little fingers
will have fun pushing back the sliding doors to reveal the photographic
answers.
The Marzipan Pig - Russell Hoban 2016-10-04
Who but Russell Hoban could weave a tale of life’s pleasures and pain
around a candy pig? And who but Quentin Blake could make the most
poignant of stories so lighthearted and delightful? In this episodic picture
book by an inimitable author-illustrator duo, a fantastic chain of events is
triggered by the unacknowledged fall of a marzipan pig behind the sofa.
We meet in quick succession a heartsick mouse, a lonely grandfather
clock, an owl in love with a taxi meter, a worker bee, a fading hibiscus
flower, a mouse who greets the dawn dancing, and finally a boy who
guesses at the true relations between things. Appealing to the
unsentimental yet sensitive nature of children, The Marzipan Pig is
exquisitely attuned to the bittersweet wonder of life and to the sentience
of all beings.
Happy Baby: Colors - Roger Priddy 2018-08-07
A soft-to-touch board book, Roger Priddy’s Happy Baby: Colors is one in
a series of perfect first books for your baby. With clear photographic
images and simple text labels identifying everyday things and
animals—and their colors—this is an ideal introductory book for 0-18
month-olds offering fun and clever ways to increase a child’s vocabulary.
Bambi - Felix Salten 2011-01-01
Presents an abridged version of the classic tale of a young fawn's
growing maturity and independence as he learns to face the hardships of
his life.
The Book of Rosicruciae - Reuben Swinburne Clymer 1946
The Constitution of the State of Florida (As Revised in 1968 and
Subsequently Amended November 2016) - Florida Department
Florida Department of State 2021-09-25
In preparation for statehood, fifty-six delegates from Florida's twenty
counties assembled in the Panhandle town of Saint Joseph (near Port St.
Joe) to frame the 1838 Constitution (cover). The delegates were mainly
planters and lawyers from thirteen of the nation's twenty-six states and
four foreign countries; only three were native Floridians. Three delegates
would later become U.S. Senators; two, governors; and five, members of
the state supreme court. The convention was called to order on
December 3, 1838 and elected Robert Raymond Reid of St. Augustine as
president. The constitution divided the government into the traditional
three branches - an executive headed by the governor elected to a single
four year term, a bicameral legislature that met annually, and a judiciary
headed by a supreme court. It banned bank officers, clergymen, and
duelists from election to the legislature and governorship; and declared
free men equal while at the same time preserving slavery. The
constitution was approved by popular vote in 1839 and served as
Florida's constitution from statehood in 1845 until Florida seceded from
the Union in 1861. The original 1838 Constitution, signed by forty-one
delegates on January 11, 1839, has disappeared. The only surviving
handwritten copy is a clerk's copy signed by Reid and Joshua Knowles,
convention secretary, found by the William N. "Bill" Galphin family in
Fernandina Beach in 1982. The family inherited the copy from Galphin's
grandfather William Thompson. Thompson married the niece of Judge
John C. McGehee, a delegate to the 1838 convention and president of the
Secession Convention of 1861. The 1838 Constitution is one of many
historical documents that may be found at the Florida State Archives.
piglets-big-movie-funfax
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Located in the R.A. Gray Building in Tallahassee, the Archives is
mandated by law to collect and preserve documentation of Florida's past;
including photographs, state records, and private papers of individuals
and organizations.
Rent a Bridesmaid - Jacqueline Wilson 2016-05-05
Being a bridesmaid is all I've ever dreamed of . . . Tilly can’t believe it
when her best friend Matty is asked to be a bridesmaid. In Tilly’s
favourite daydream, she’s wearing the most beautiful bridesmaid dress
and walking down the aisle behind a bride. The one wedding she’d really
love to attend is her own mum and dad’s - but it seems like that's never
going to happen. So Tilly decides to make her own dream come true, and
puts a notice in the local shop, advertising her services as a bridesmaid.
And to her amazement, she gets a reply . . . A fabulous, funny and
moving story about finding family and friendship in all sorts of places,
from the mega-bestselling author of Tracy Beaker, Hetty Feather and
Katy.
Little Monkey - Marta Altés 2020-05-26
It's hard being a little monkey in a big troop, in an even bigger jungle -and Monkey has had enough of always missing out! She's off to climb to
the top of the tallest tree in the jungle and she's going to do it all on her
own! Except that there's someone following close behind. Someone with
claws and stripes and rather sharp teeth...
Results That Last - Quint Studer 2010-12-09
Praise for Results That Last "Quint Studer is a superb communicator
with a deep belief in the power of relationships. His informal tone, sense
of humor, and real-world stories bring his business principles to life.
Results That Last has a vital, optimistic quality that will keep readers rereading long after other leadership books have been relegated to a dark
corner of the shelf." --Nido Qubein, author of How to Get Anything You
Want; President, High Point University; Chairman, Great Harvest Bread
Company; and founder, National Speakers Association Foundation
"Results That Last is long overdue and fills a big gap in effective business
management. There are legions of books that show us the way to achieve
successful results in business, but very few that teach us how to
institutionalize success. In reality, achieving success is the easy part. The
real challenge is to achieve results that last. Quint Studer not only proves
it is possible to hardwire a culture for lasting results, but lays out a
simple, logical, and effective way to do so. Anyone who wants to make
success a habit needs to read this book." --Bob MacDonald, former CEO,
Allianz Life of North America and author of Beat the System: 11 Secrets
to Building an Entrepreneurial Culture in a Bureaucratic World "I have
always been fascinated by how the various parts of an organization work
together to achieve strategic objectives. In Results That Last, Quint
Studer explores the complex subject of performance improvement in a
fresh, readable, and easy-to-grasp way. By standardizing certain business
practices and leader behaviors, any company in any field can create an
environment that allows it to achieve and sustain long-term results." -David F. Giannetto, coauthor of The Performance Power Grid: The
Proven Method to Create and Sustain Superior Organizational
Performance
Trope London - Sam Landers 2019-05-14
Trope London, the second volume in the Trope City Editions series
highlighting the world's most architecturally compelling cities, is a highly
curated collection of photographic images from an active community of
urban photographers who have passionately captured their city like
never before.
The Very Lonely Firefly - Eric Carle 2021-07-27
Eric Carle joins the Penguin Young Readers! In this classic and
heartwarming story, a very lonely firefly finally finds the friends he is
seeking at the end of a tireless search for belonging. Carle's rich,
collage-like art and gentle text will be comfortingly familiar to his
millions of fans. An accessible Level 2 reader, The Very Lonely Firefly is
one that parents and children will read over and over again.
Big Board Books Colors, ABC, Numbers - Roger Priddy 2018-12-04
Bright Baby Colors, ABC, Numbers from bestselling children's book
author Roger Priddy • Introduces three key first concepts: letters,
number and colors • Helps babies and toddlers to build their early
vocabulary • Large, colorful and sturdy format to withstand repeated
learning fun
Grandad Mandela - Ambassador Zindzi Mandela 2018-06-28
"...profoundly moving..." -Publishers Weekly Nelson Mandela’s two greatgrandchildren ask their grandmother, Mandela’s youngest daughter, 15
questions about their grandad – the global icon of peace and forgiveness
who spent 27 years in prison. They learn that he was a freedom fighter
who put down his weapons for the sake of peace, and who then became
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remain patient, attentive to the world. It is a story that beautifully
weaves together the voice of the Nobel Prize-winning Polish novelist
Olga Tokarczuk and the finely detailed pen-and-ink drawings of
illustrator Joanna Concejo, who together create a parallel narrative
universe full of secrets, evocative of another time. Here a man has
forgotten what makes his heart feel full. He moves to a house away from
all that is familiar to him to wait for his soul to return. "Once upon a time
there was a man who worked very hard and very quickly, and who had
left his soul far behind him long ago. In fact his life was all right without
his soul—he slept, ate, worked, drove a car and even played tennis. But
sometimes he felt as if the world around him were flat, as if he were
moving across a smooth page in a math book that was covered in evenly
spaced squares... " —from The Lost Soul The Lost Soul is a sublime
album, a rare delicacy that will delight readers young and old. "You must
find a place of your own, sit there quietly and wait for your soul." Winner
of the Bologna Ragazzi Award, Special Mention 2018, Prix de l'Union
Internationale pour les Livres de Jeunesse (IBBY), The White Raven (IJB
Munich), and the Łódź Design Festival Award.
Bright Baby Noisy Monsters - Roger Priddy 2011-07-05
Kids will love this noisy little Halloween book! Inside are colorful
pictures of monsters enjoying their Halloween night, with some fun text
to read aloud or listen to, too. Best of all, is the sound button for little
fingers to press so they can listen to the spooooky laugh!
Futility - Morgan Robertson 2006
This is a fantastic story of a ship racing across the Atlantic. She was
predicted as unsinkable but it collided with an iceberg and brought
atrocious loss of life. Robertson has remarkably described the features of
luxurious ship. Appealing!

the President of South Africa and a Nobel Peace Prize-winner, and
realise that they can continue his legacy in the world today. Seen
through a child’s perspective, and authored jointly by Nelson Mandela's
great-grandchildren and daughter, this amazing story is told as never
before to celebrate what would have been Nelson's Mandela 100th
birthday.
With Love - Jane Goodall 2021-01-26
“Chimpanzees, more like us than any other living animal, form a living
link between two worlds, human and non-human beings. When David
Greybeard reached out to touch my hand I needed no words to
understand his message of reassurance: and I loved him.” In this
enchanting book, world-renowned scientist and conservationist Jane
Goodall brings together stories gleaned from nearly 40 years of studying
chimpanzees in the forests of Tanzania. As the stories recounted here
demonstrate, chimpanzees are capable of great compassion, altruism,
and love.
The Lost Soul - Olga Tokarczuk 2021-07-20
The only book in English for readers of all ages by Nobel Prize-winning
novelist Olga Tokarczuk is a beautifully illustrated meditation on the
fullness of life. "Olga Tokarczuk’s The Lost Soul, an experimental fable
illustrated by Joanna Concejo and translated by Antonia Lloyd-Jones,
resonates with our current moment. . . . What a striking, and lovely,
material object it is." —New York Times "The Lost Soul, by Olga
Tokarczuk and illustrator Joanna Concejo, is a quiet meditation on
happiness, following a busy man who loses his soul. . . It pours a childlike
sense of wonder into a once-upon-a-time tale that is already resonating
with adults around the world." —Guardian The Lost Soul is a deeply
moving reflection on our capacity to live in peace with ourselves, to
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